The DoD Cyber Workforce team is leading the creation of terminal learning objectives (TLOs) for each DoD Cyber Workforce Framework (DCFW) role. Completed TLOs provide the DoD with a joint resource to support cyber training across the enterprise. This resource will support the DoD Qualification and Management Program, which uses training as an option for baseline qualification. To learn more about the Program, please visit https://dodcio.dod.afajims.mil/Cyber-Workforce.aspx.

If you have questions, please contact us at OSD.CyberspaceWorkforce-TAG@mail.mil.

Cyber Information Technology Exchange Program (CITEP)

Established by the FY10 NDAA, previously known as Information Technology Exchange Program (ITEP), provides a unique opportunity for DoD civilian IT employees & private sector organizations to exchange personnel. The program is designed to help bridge the culture & priority gaps between Industry & DoD. Exchange Obligation: range in length from 3 months to 1 year. Requirements: IT professionals involved in IT planning, organizing, staffing, directing, integrating or controlling of information technology, including occupational specialty areas such as system administration, IT project management, network services, operating systems, software application, cybersecurity, enterprise architecture, policy & planning, internet/web services, customer support, data management and system analysis.


If you have questions or need information, please contact the CITEP Mailbox: osd.mo-ates.dod-cio-mbx-aswiptsp@mail.mil or https://myfs.osd.mil/itm/collaboration/Component%20Workspaces/DoDCyberWorkforce/Page5/5/default.aspx Please let us know if you have any trouble accessing this page. The documents can be found under “CITEP Document Library”.

Cybersecurity Talent Initiative

The Partnership for Public Service has formally launched the Cybersecurity Talent Initiative. The Cybersecurity Talent Initiative is a new, innovative program the Partnership has started with MasterCard, Microsoft and Workday. This initiative is to help federal agencies recruit top entry-level cybersecurity talent. Recruitment and outreach will target students in cybersecurity-related fields that could kick start a future career at GS step 7 through 11. In addition, to at least two years in government, participants will have an opportunity to gain private sector experience and receive loan assistance.

For more information please visit: https://www.cybertalentinitiative.org/ or If you have questions or need information on the Tasker, please contact the Cyber Workforce mailbox at OSD.CyberspaceWorkforce-TAG@mail.mil

Resources

NICE Framework Mapping Tool: Takes the guesswork out of using the NICE Framework - simply answer questions about each cybersecurity related position & the tool will show you how each position aligns to the NICE Framework & what can be done to strengthen your cybersecurity team.

NICE Cybersecurity Framework: The National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Cybersecurity Framework (NICE Framework), published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in NIST Special Publication 800-181, is a nationally focused resource that establishes a taxonomy and common lexicon to describe cybersecurity work, and workers, regardless of where, or for whom, the work is performed.

Hiring Events for Cyber Workforce

September 2019

Travis Air Force Base Career Summit

CAE Virtual Career Fair

October 2019

Fort Campbell Career Summit

Camp Pendleton Career Summit

November 2019

Cyber Security Career Awareness

Service Academy Career Conference

For more hiring events please visit Cyber Workforce.

Key Point of Contact

Bobbie Sanders

Chief, Cyber Workforce Management Division

Office of the DoD Chief Information Officer

Cybersecurity Directorate

DoD 8140 Series Update

The Conference Board presents: Closing the Gap – A Focus on Your Future Workforce

Labor shortages is one of the main trends impacting businesses in the US & many other countries. It is likely to remain a major challenge in the next decade. The Conference Board was one of the first organizations to identify the problem in 2014. Since then we accumulated a large amount of research, knowledge & contacts and generated strong visibility in the business community and media. In September 2019, The Conference Board will release a major report on the topic, in front of the paywall, which is likely to generate more visibility. Join us for this pre-conference event, where our expert speakers & practitioners will describe the labor shortages problem, but focus on how companies are, or should be, dealing with it. Oct 17-18, New York, NY.

CIO Council

Originally established by Executive Order 13011 (Federal Information Technology) & later codified by the E-Government Act of 2002, the CIO Council is the principal interagency forum for improving agency practices related to the design, acquisition, development, modernization, use, sharing, & performance of Federal information resources. CIO Council Priorities: Technology Business Management; Federal Agency CIOs are currently at various stages of implementing TBM. The CIO Council, the General Services Administration (GSA), and the Office of the Federal CIO (OFCIO) are committed to guiding agency adoption of TBM. President’s Management Agenda: The CIO Council, in collaboration with the other OIC communities, will play a leading role in working to fulfill a number of CAP goals outlined by the PMA.

DoD CIO Cyber Workforce Website

Visit us at Cyber Workforce for information about DoD Cyber Workforce. Cyber Federal Workforce Assessment Act, Cyber Workforce Strategies, Cyber Excepted Services Personnel System (CES), Joint Artificial Center (JAI), Cyber Workforce Framework, Cyber Scholarship Program (CySP), Cyber Workforce Management, Resources, Related Documents, as well as upcoming Cybersecurity events.

For more events please visit Cyber Workforce.